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A REMARK ON SINGULAR INTEGRALS
WITH COMPLEX HOMOGENEITY

ROGER L. JONES

(Communicated by J. Marshall Ash)

Abstract. The Hubert transform can be approximated by operators with

Fourier multiplier given by cy sgn({)|i|'1' . If we let y —> 0 it is known that

these operators converge to the Hubert transform in L2 norm. It has also been

shown that as y —> 0 these operators may diverge even for functions in L2 .

In this paper it is shown that we also will have divergence if we select any se-

quence {yn}^Lx suchthat y„ —> 0 . The proof makes use of Bourgain's entropy

method.

Introduction

Let / be an integrable function on the real line R. The Hubert transform

/ is the principal value convolution of / with the singular kernel A¡. At

almost every point, the integral defining / converges, and hence / exists. The

existence of / is a central fact in the theory of real and complex analysis,

and one which has been generalized in a variety of directions. In the 1950s a

possible new approach to establishing the existence of this important operator
was suggested. In one dimension the idea was to replace convolution with ^

by convolution with -¿¡\t\~'y ■ The hope was that this family of operators would

be easier to study because of the additional cancellation induced by the term

\t\~'y, and that by letting y —» 0, the properties of the Hubert transform could

be recovered. The first step in this program was successfully completed by

Muckenhoupt [5] who showed that for each fixed y,

H,f=f*im*

exists, and that Hyf —► H0f = / in I2 norm. Later P. Ash [2] showed

that Hyf -> H0f - f in Lp norm, 1 < p < oo. Unfortunately in 1979
it was shown that limy^o+ Hyf(x) may fail to exist a.e. In [1] this is shown

by construction of a function / £ LP{ß), for all p,   1 < p < cxd , such that
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lim supJ,_0+ Hyf(x) = ce a.e. This example made use of the fact that the limit

was being taken through a continuous parameter. In particular, for each fixed

x, there was a set of y's (of measure zero) such that Hyfix) = oo . This left

open the question of what happens if we use only a sequence {jj}f=x such that

y i■ —> 0. In this paper we show that in fact for any sequence {yf}JLx such that

limy-.oo y}■ — 0, there exists a function / e Z/(R), 1 < p < oo, such that on a

set of positive measure lim7_00 Hyjfix) fails to converge.

The operators given by convolution with £(sgn t/\t\x+iy) have Fourier mul-

tipliers given by cy sgniÇ)\Ç\iy where cy = 2r(-z'y) sinh^) is a constant that
depends on y and converges to a finite nonzero limit as y —» 0. (See [2, 5].)

The periodic case

We will first consider the easier case of R replaced by T = [0, 2n). On

T we consider the operators given by the multipliers cy sgnin)\n\'y. The a.e.
existence of these operators has been shown by Weiss and Zygmund [8]. These

operators will be denoted by fy , thus if fix) = Y,f(n)einx then Ty<P(x) =

¿0in)cysgnin)\n\iyeinx.

Theorem 1. Let {y/}^  be a sequence such that lim/_00 y; = 0;   then there

exists a function tp £ L°°(T) such that lim/_oo Ty¡tpix) fails to exist on a set of

positive measure.

The proof will use Bourgain's Entropy method. The form of his theorem

that will be most useful here is stated below. (See [3, 6] as well as Bourgain's

origional paper [4] for additional applications of this useful result.)

Bourgain's Entropy Theorem [4, Proposition 2]. Let (Í2,p) denote a probability

space. Assume {T„}£L, is a sequence of uniformly bounded linear operators

on L2(Q) and that these operators commute with a sequence {Rj} of positive

isometries that have Rj(l) = 1 and satisfy 7 Ej=i ^j/ -* f f dp in mean

for f £ Ll(Q). Under these conditions, if there is a number ß > 0 such that

for each N > 1 there is a function tp iwhich is allowed to depend on N),

1Mb < 1. and a collection {Tn¡}f=x such that \\Tniq> - Tnjtp\\2 > ß for each

i ^ j, i = I, ... , N, j = I, ... , N, then there is bounded function tp such

that {Tntp} is not a.e. convergent.

In our application we will let Í2 = [0, 2%), p be the normalized Lebesque

measure, T„ = Tyn/cyn and Rjix) = x + fa mod2^, where a can be any real

number not rationally related to 2n. Since we know that lim„_oo cyn exists

and is nonzero, if we can show that lim,,-.,» Tn fails to exist, we can conclude

that lim^oo Tyn fails to exist.

The required function tp will have the form

V L     .n=l

where L will be determined later. Note that \\tp\\2 = 1. For this function, we

have

7>(x) = -^^cy(sgn 2n)eirn'lD2ei2"x.

n=\
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Consequently,

1     L
Trtpix) - Tstpix) = -j= £](sgn 2")ei2"xeiy''n'Xn 2(1 - ei(y*-y')n'Xli2),

and thus

1   L
\\Trtp - Tstp\\\ = j £ |1 - e'^-^"-'n2|2

n=\

1    L
= -^Yl2(l - co*[(ys * 7r)n -ln2]).

n=\

Let 8sr — j¡¡iys - yr)ln2, and define Q. = {8sr : 1 < r < s < N}. We need

to find an L such that for each 8 £ Q, we have ¿ 2~2n=i 2(1 _ cos 2nn8) > ß .

Let Q = Qi U Q2 where

Qi = {8 : 8 £ Q, 8 irrational} and   Ci2 = {d : 8 £ Q, 8 rational}.

There are two cases. If 8 £ Q.x, we know that {n8} is uniformly dis-

tributed mod 1, and consequently, since (1 — cos27tx) is Riemann integrable

and /0 2(1 - cos2ttx)û?x = 2, there exists an / = /(Ö) such that

Í¿2(1-cos2tt«0)> (1)2= 1

for all L > 1.   There are only a finite number of numbers in Qi, we let

Lx = maxö6ii| lid).
If 8 £ £l2 then 8 is rational; we need to prove a similar inequality. Assume

8 = p/q , where p and # are integers and ip, a) = \. Then we have {nd} =

{np/q}. If L is a multiple of q, then the points {np/q}^=x are uniformly

distributed in the set {k/q}9kZo ■ Thus at least 1/4 of the points will be a
distance of at least 1/4 away from zero. Since 1 - cos(27rx) > 1 for 1/4 <

x < 3/4, we have

i ¿2(1 - cos2nn8) > i (^) 2(1) = \ .

Now let L2 be the product qxq2--qj where {p¡/q¡ : i — I, ... , f} represent

the rationals in Q2 • Finally let L = LXL2. We see that conditions are satisfied
for both estimates above, and hence we have \\Trtp - TstpW2, > 1/2 for r =

1,2,... , N, s = 1, 2, ... , N, r ^ s as desired.   D

Corollary. For any p,   I < p < 2, and any B > 0, there exists a function

tp = tpB in LPÇT) such that

x:sup|ry„<»(x)| >A > ¿It B

for some X > 0. In addition, tp can be taken to be a trigonometric polynomial.

Proof. By Theorem 1, we know that we do not have convergence for some

<p £ L°°(T)  and hence for some <p e UÇT).   By Stein's theorem [7], this
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implies the failure of a weak type (p, p) inequality for 1 < p < 2. Because

trigonometric polynomials are dense, if we had a weak type inequality for all

trigonometric polynomials we would have it for all IP (T).   D

The noncompact case

We also can state a version of Theorem 1 for the real line.

Theorem 2. Let {yf}f=x be a sequence such that lim„_00 y„ = 0, then there

exists a function f £ LP(R), I < p < oo, such that lim„^oo Hynfix) fails to

exist on a set of positive measure.

Proof. Bourgain's Entropy Theorem requires operators to act on a probability

space. Thus we cannot use his method to directly give a counterexample on R.

However we will take advantage of our example on T. See [ 1 ] where a similar

idea is used. Some steps in the computation below are given in greater detail in

[1].
Let tp be a function in L°°(T) such that lim„_oo Tyntp(x) fails to exist on

a set E, with \E\ > 0. Such a function exists by Theorem 1. Write tp(x) =

S£L-oo akClkx ■ We can assume without loss of generality that /* tp(x)dx = 0,

and hence that a0 — 0. Define a function / on R by

oo

/(£)=  E akX(-k-i/2,-k+i/2)(0-
k=—oo

Thus
oo

(Hyfr(Q= 53 akX(-k-xi2,-k+mmcy^m(m\iy-
k=—oo

Taking inverse Fourier transforms, we have

1    r00

H,f(x) = ̂ j JHyf)- («*-**</<

1 /-OO °°

= ¿/_     E akX(-k-xi2,-k+xp)iZ)CyS&iZmi7e-*xdt
~ °° k=—oo

i °° -_fe+l/2
= ^ E a*/      cysmic:)\c:vye-*xdc:

271 k^oo  J-k-1'2

i     °° r r~k+xl2
i- 53 a,c,   / ^sgnííJIfcl'^-^rfí

+ / sgn(í)(|í|'> -1*!")*"«*««
J-k-112

271 k

-¿+1/2

■1/2

-fc+i/2

-fc-1/2

= ¿ E  ^sgn(fc)|^V^(Sil^)+e(x,y),

where e(x, y) = ¿ ££_„, flfc<7 £"£/£ sgn(^)(|^r> - |¿:|">-<W¿. Thus

Hyf(x)={^l)fytp(x) + e(x,y)."rJW- \-TJ2—   lyS
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However,

l«(*,y)l<^
CO ..

E i^iy_
-k+l/2

by

llíl" - W\dS.
*__«       ~-k-\p

By the mean value theorem, we can estimate the integral in this expression

,',1
sup        \ie^)'\^<—l—

i€(k-l/2,k+l/2) l       \K\-\-ll\l

Consequently,

\e(x,y)\ <

1/2

l

k=—oo
(\k\-l/2)i

0(y).

We now know

H,m = (ffJfi)TMx) + e(x,y),    with e(x, y) = 0(y).

For each x e F, we know lim„—oo T7ntp(x) will fail to exist. Since

lim„_,00e(x, y) = 0, we know that lim„^00Hynfix) must also fail to exist

on E.
It remains to show that / e IP (R), 1 < p < oo. To see this we compute /

explicitly, and find that

n   ^ 1      v^ /Jfcv /sin x/2\

Consequently

2"' .±-L.Ji

k=—oo

2*(n+l)

2irn

sin x/2

x/2
E a^ ifcjt

k=—oc

dx.

First note that |sinxxJ2| is bounded by 2/n on [2ren , 2n(n + 1)] if « # 0,

or -1, and by 1 on [-27T, 0] and [0, 2n]. Also note that
p

oo

53  ake'kx    dx
[2n(n+\)

J2nn k——oo

is a constant bp independent of n . Consequently

"(¿y

/

2+    E    T^p-
\

V n=—oo
«"

bp < oc .    D

;

Remark. Theorem 2 can be strengthened to give a function that is in all LP(R),

0 < p < oo, such that almost everywhere convergence of {H7nf} fails. The

idea is to replace translates of the characteristic function of (-1/2, 1/2) by a

suitably smooth "bump function." See [1] for details.
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